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Abstract

Merging of various processing tasks and using parallel equipment in

multiproduct batch plants can help to reduce the overall idle time in the processing

units. When this increased efficiency of operations is anticipated together with the

scheduling at the design stage significant saving? in the capital cost of batch plants

are possible. This paper addresses the structural design problem of multiproduct

batch plants for deciding which tasks to merge in what units. In what units to use

parallel equipment and the sizing of these units while simultaneously accounting for

the production scheduling. MINLP models are proposed that take into account the

various complex economic trade-offs involved in these design decisions. Numerical

examples are presented to illustrate the scope of this model.
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Introduction

Capital cost of multiproduct batch plants can be significantly affected by

merging various processing tasks in a single unit or by adding equipment in parallel

for bottleneck stages. Such synthesis considerations for structural design add great

complexity to the task of sizing multiproduct batch processing plants. Yeh and

Reklaitis (1987) have addressed the problem of synthesis and sizing of batch and

semlcontinuous plants for the production of single product using an evolutionary

approach. The synthesis and sizing of a multiproduct plant, however, has the

additional complication that scheduling must be anticipated at the design stage.

Synthesis and sizing procedures for any multiproduct / multipurpose plant cannot be

deemed to be complete unless they can properly account for the eflFect of various

scheduling policies on the capacity utilization of batch plants as has been shown by

Birewar and Grossmann (1989a) in the optimal sizing problem. Furthermore, the

inclusion of finite intermediate storage can also play a crucial role in the synthesis

problem as shown by Modi and Karimi (1989).

Most of the work done in the optimal design of multiproduct batch plants has

been limited to the sizing of units (e.g. Sparrow et al. 1975; Grossmann and Sargent,

1979; Knopf and Reklaitis, 1982; Yeh and Reklaitis, 1985). Furthermore, most design

methods for multiproduct / multipurpose batch plants have typically assumed single

product campaigns [ SPC 1 with no intermediate storage. In such a policy, scheduling

is addressed by a single time constraint based on cycle times of various products (e.g.

Sparrow et al, 1975; Grossmann and Sargent, 1979; Yeh and Reklaitis, 1985). The

simplified scheduling policy assumed in these methods, often overestimates the time

requirements producing overdesigned plants where their capacity is underutilized.

Mixed Product Campaigns on other hand increase the equipment utilization besides

assuring a more steady supply of products (Klossner and Rippin, 1984). Birewar and

Grossmann (1989a) have addressed the problem of simultaneous sizing and

scheduling of multiproduct batch plants and showed that significant economic savings

can be obtained. Thus, it is clear that if increased efficiency of operations is

anticipated at the stage of synthesis and sizing, cheaper and more efficient designs



can be obtained. Therefore synthesis, sizing and scheduling analysis should be ideally

carried out simultaneously. This is indeed quite a difficult problem as even optimizing

the schedule in isolation for fixed number of Jobs is a nontrivial problem. Also

introduction of structural synthesis consideration implies Introduction of discrete

decision variables which complicates the solution procedure.

In this paper, a methodology based on MINLP models is proposed for the

simultaneous synthesis (or structural design), sizing and scheduling of multiproduct

batch processing plants. In particular, it is assumed in this paper that all products

require the same processing tasks in the same order and that the plants to be designed

are of the Jlowshop network type. The objective is to determine the assignment of

processing tasks to the processing units, the number of parallel equipment for each

unit and their sizes while accounting for the scheduling so as to minimize the

investment cost. In order to address this problem, MINLP models are proposed that

incorporate the scheduling equations for mixed product campaigns by Birewar and

Grossmann (1989a). Despite the presence of nonconvexities, it is shown that the

MINLP problems can be solved successfully with the AP/OA/ER method implemented

in DICOPT++ (Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1989). The MINLP models account for the

possibility of using parallel equipment in the various units, as well as the possibility

merging various processing tasks. They can also handle SPCs and MPCs with

scheduling policies like UIS and ZW. Solution to these MINLP models includes

information about the optimal production schedule which can be explicitly generated

using the algorithms and the graph representation recently developed by Birewar and

Grossmann (1989b). A motivating example is first presented to highlight the

importance of including the choices of merging tasks and using parallel equipment, as

well as selecting appropriate schedules at the synthesis/sizing stage. Development of

the MINLP models is presented next, followed by several examples to illustrate the

efficiency of the method. It is also shown that significant economic savings are

possible with the proposed simultaneous analysis of the three decision processes that

are embedded in the overall activity of designing a multiproduct batch plant.



Problem Statement

The problem addressed in this paper can be stated as follows:

It is desired to design a batch plant to produce Np different products in a

sequence of stages. The manufacturing of all of these products requires that they

undergo through a sequence of T processing tasks In exactly the same order to obtain

the final products. Production requirements Qt ( i= 1 • .. Np) over a given time horizon

H. processing times t£ and size factors Stt (i = 1 • . . Np t = 1 . . . T) are specified for

the iVp different products to be manufactured. Cleanup times are assumed to be

sequence independent and are part of the processing times. Given also are T types of

units, each of which is capable of performing a corresponding task or a subset of the T

tasks. The problem then consists in determining the structure of the plant by deciding

which tasks should be assigned to which unit, the number of parallel equipment for

each of these units and the sizes of the processing units. Also, a production schedule

must be determined that will ensure that the plant will be able to meet the production

requirements over the given horizon time.

It will be assumed that the plant to be synthesized must be a flowhop network

(i.e. a multiproduct plant). In order for this to be true the tasks to be merged in any

processing unit need to be adjacent. The cost of each unit is assumed to be given by

an equation of the form y + aVP where y is a fixed cost charge and a and p are cost

parameters for the unit size V (see Figure 1). The scheduling policies of UIS and ZW

will be assumed for both the SPCs and the MPCs.

Motivating Example

A multiproduct batch plant is to be designed to produce 500,000 Kgs of A,

500,000 Kgs of B and 600,000 Kgs of C in a horizon time of 6000 hrs. Each product

needs to go through four processing tasks : mixing, reaction, crystallization and drying

in that order (Figure 2(a)). There are five types of units available : a cast iron vessel

with an agitator, stainless steel vessel with an agitator, jacketed cast iron vessel,

jacketed stainless steel vessel with an agitator and a tray dryer (Figure 2(b)). A



maximum of four parallel equipment operating out of phase can be used in any of the

processing units. Data on size factors, processing times for various tasks, upper

limits on the sizes of units as well as lower limits, data on cost of these equipments

are given in Table 1. Figure 2(c) shows the tasks that can be performed by each of the

processing units. The cleanup times are assumed to be zero in this case.

As seen from the results in Table 2, if the scheduling is not accounted for, the

tasks are not merged and parallel operation of each unit Is disallowed, two identical

plants operating in parallel would be required (Figure 3(a)). The total capital cost for

the two plants is as high as $ 323,946.7. If parallel equipment and merging of tasks

are allowed, still without accounting for scheduling with mixed product campaigns the

capital cost reduces to $ 265,058.9 yielding savings of 18.18 % (Figure 3(b)) by

merging the tasks of reaction and crystallization in two stainless steel jacketed vessels

operating out of phase in parallel. Also two tray dryers are necessary to be operated in

parallel. If MPC scheduling is accounted for, the plant with the ZW policy (Figure 3(c))

involves an investment cost of only $ 189,107.6 (savings of 41.6 %) while the plant

with UIS policy (Figure 3(d)) costs still less at $ 182,269.5 (savings of 43.73 %). The

efficiency of these mixed product campaigns allowed the batch plant to manufacture

the given production requirement without using any parallel equipment in four

original units. In short, this example shows that determining the proper structure and

schedule in the design of a multiproduct batch plant can have a great impact on the

investment cost.

Major Trade-offs

As shown in the previous section, the ability to merge various tasks in single

processing units as well as to introduce parallel equipment gives rise to important

trade-offs in the design of batch plants. As pointed out by Yeh and Reklaitis (1987 ).

for single product plants one can merge tasks so that the cycle time remains the same

but the number of units is reduced by increasing the equipment utilization in the

remaining units (see Figure 4(a)). Also one can reduce the cycle time by introducing

equipment in parallel operating out of phase at the bottleneck unit(s). If done cleverly,

the increase in throughput can more than offset the increase in capital cost. As seen



from Figure 4(b) the cycle time reduces from 4 hrs to 2 hrs if an extra parallel unit is

added in stage 1. Thus, by increasing the number of units from 2 to 3, the capacity of

the plant can be doubled.

However, when dealing with multiple products and more complex scheduling

policies than single product campaigns the trade-offs are not so obvious. In general.

we can expect the following trends in the two extreme cases for assigning tasks to

units :

1. If every task has its own unit, this will lead to the highest number of
units, and hence high fixed charge capital costs. It may also potentially
create more idle times in various units, and hence less efficient
utilization of equipment. However, the cycle times with this
arrangements will be the smallest.

2. At the other extreme, if all tasks are merged in say a single unit, this
unit will be probably expensive as it is capable of doing all types of
operations. The processing time of this unit will be very long as it will be
performing all the tasks, which implies that with increased cycle times
the number batches will be the lowest and hence the size highest. This
too will lead to high capital cost.

Thus, it is necessary to find a proper economic balance by which the number of

units can be reduced and equipment utilization is maximized, without greatly

increasing the cycle times of the schedule and sizes of the processing stages. In

addition, there are also the trade-offs mentioned before for the selection of parallel

equipment.

As will be seen in this paper these trade-offs can be explicitly accounted for in

MINLP models that properly account for scheduling.



Representation of Alternatives

The solution method to the synthesis, sizing and scheduling of multiproduct

batch plants requires developing first a suitable representation of alternative units

based on the problem data as described in this section. For simplicity in the

presentation , it is assumed that the basic data given consists of information on T

processing units, each of which corresponds to one of the processing tasks (Figure

5(a)). These units may also be capable of processing an additional subset of tasks.

However, to allow the synthesis procedure to consider all the feasible alternatives for

assigning units to tasks in order to avoid excluding the global optimum, it is necessary

that the initial available units do not exclude any possible combinations of mergings of

tasks. Thus, we construct additional processing units that will be denoted as

superunits which are based on combinations of functions of the existing units and that

are capable of performing larger subsets of tasks. A systematic procedure is stated

below for constructing all such superunits.

Procedure For Constructing Superunits

• Step 1 : Set V = 2.

• Step 2 : Go to task t\ Construct a set Sfu of all possible mergings of tasks

from t=l to t=t such that

• each merging consists of at least two tasks

• the tasks in each merging are consecutively performed

• the last task in each merging is t'

• Step 3 : If V< T, set f = ? + J and go to step 2.

Otherwise STOP.

• Step 4 : For each of the merged elements in set SfP, t9« 2 . . . M construct

a superunit that can perform all the tasks belonging to that element.

Unless such superunit is impossible to construct (e.g. unit has to perform

drying as well as mixing of two liquids), or it is same as the unit

corresponding to task t\ add it to the list of available units along with the
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information regarding cost data.

By applying the above procedure, the T initial units plus the additional

superunits created in step 4, will give rise to a total of M candidate units that can be

assigned to T different tasks. In this way, each unit J will be capable to perform a

subset of tasks that will be denoted by 7}, J = 1 . • . M. The potential assignment of a

task to each unit will be denoted by the subsets Jt t« 1 . .. T.

To illustrate, consider the tasks listed in Figure 5(a). Here three tasks, mixing,

reaction and crystallization are to be performed. Mixing requires a vessel with an

agitator (unit 1). Due to the reaction conditions it is necessary to use a reactor made

of stainless steel (unit 2), while the crystallization task requires a Jacketed vessel (unit

3). For V = 2, the set S|u consists of only one merging of tasks : 1-2. The superunit

that can perform both tasks 1 and 2 is a stainless steel vessel with an agitator (unit 4

in Figure 5(b)). For V = 3, the set Sj^ consists of the mergings of tasks 2-3 and 1-2-3.

Unit 5 and 6 (Figure 5(b)) are the respective superunits corresponding to these merged

tasks. Thus, the total number of units that are available for synthesis is M = 6, while

the potential assignments of the 3 tasks to each of the 6 units are given by

Jj = { 1,3,6 }, J2 = { 2,3,5,6 }. J3 = { 4,5,6 } (see Figure 5(b)). The expanded list of

available units is necessary to ensure that the global optimum solution is not

excluded from the MINLP model for synthesis, sizing and scheduling. It should be

noted that the above procedure can easily be extended to the case where more than

one initial unit can be assigned to each task.

Another important issue to be considered before developing the MINLP model is

the scheduling problem. The next section describes constraints that incorporate

scheduling considerations in the synthesis and sizing model.
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Scheduling Constraints

For the case when equipment In parallel Is not allowed the scheduling and

horizon constraints can be derived as described by Birewar and Grossmann (1989ab) :

I. No Equipment In Parallel

Between any two batches that are processed, there will exist some idle time due

to the constrained nature of the ZW policy (Birewar and Grossmann, 1989ab). This

idle time will be represented by the slacks, SL^ that exist between the batches of

products iand k in processing unit J. This slack will depend entirely on the processing

times of product i and k in various stages. Hence the following set of relations apply :

+ '//+! = SL*J + *H iJc=l...Np, j*l..M (1)

where *y+] . ty a r e t h e t o t a l processing times for products I and k in units j and J+J

respectively. These processing times depend on the tasks that are performed by the

corresponding unit (see equation (17) later in the paper).

For any network flowshop plant the entire schedule can be divided at the level of

pairs of batches of various products. By aggregating these pairs of batches in terms of

successive pairs of products, NPRS ,̂ we can adequately represent any flowshop

schedule (Birewar and Grossmann, 1989b). The variables NPRS^ are then subject to

following two groups of assignment constraints :

NPRSik = nt i= l . .JV; (2)

Y NPRS& = nk *=1..JV, (3)

The total time requirement of the production with ZW policy and MPCs for the

number of batches r^ is then given by the following constraints (Birewar and

Grossmann, 1989a):
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§ V i , + J^NPRS^SL^ £ H

where H is the horizon time or the total time available for the given production

requirements.

Since there will be a single campaign of production for each of the products for

SPCs with ZW policy, there will be exactly n^ - 1 pairs of batches of product i followed

by another batch of product i (Birewar and Grossmann, 1989b):

NPRSU = n, - 1 i=l..JVp (5)

For the UIS policy, there will not be any slacks (Birewar and Grossmann,

1989ab). Thus adding the constraint In (5a) to the constraints in (1) to (4) represent

the production with UIS policy for the case of no parallel processing units.

SLikJ = 0 iJc=L..Nr jbl.jlf (5a)

II. Equipment In Parallel

In this case only the UIS policy for SPCs and MPCs, and the ZW policy for SPCs,

will be considered. For defining the number of parallel equipment for each unit, it is

first necessary to define the binary variable YC^ such that,

YCOj = 1 if the processing unit j does not exist.

= 1 if there are exactly c> 1 equipment operating in parallel in unit J.

This binary variable is then subject to the following constraint to ensure that

exactly one from the options described above is chosen :

CMAXj

YCcj = 1 /=l..Jlf (6)

where CMAX, is the maximum number of equipment that are allowed to operate in
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parallel for unit J. The number of parallel equipment, Nf° for each unit J is then given

by the following equation :

CMAXj

Af = T c YCcJ j=\..M (7)

Then the number of batches r^ In SPCs with ZW policy can be constrained by the

total horizon time from the Inequalities given In Sparrow et al. (1975):

',• \ £ H (8)

TL. t ti} i=\...Np, j=l..M (9)

where T, corresponds to the limiting cycle time of product L

Similarly the number of batches r^ in UIS policy can be constrained from the

analytical expressions for cycle time of the UIS policy by Birewar and Grossmann,

(1989a):

n,. tg < H NJQ j=\..M (10)

Having established the basic scheduling constraints, the proposed MINLP model

for simultaneous multiproduct batch plant synthesis, sizing and scheduling is

described in the next section.

Model for Synthesis, Sizing and Scheduling

We first define some binary variables to denote assignment of tasks to various

processing units and existence of these units.

Variable Y^ defines the assignment of task t to unit J,
y

Y = f 1 if task t is assigned to processing unit j
*J \0 otherwise

(11)
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Each of these tasks need to be assigned exactly once. Hence the following assignment

constraint is applicable:

y rtj = i **i...r (12)

where Jt is the set of units that are capable of processing task t

Variable YEXj defines the existence of processing unit J,

YEX=I * tf processing unit j exists (13)
J \0 otherwise

while variable YFtf defines the first task to be processed in unit J,
Zf

Yf - /1 if t is the first task processed in unit j (14)
V \0 otherwise

The total volume requirement, Vjjffor each task, t = 1 . . . T, is dependent on the

batch size Bt of each product, i = 1, . . . Np, and the size factor, Stt of product (for task

t:

V[ 2 Bi Sit M.JV,. *=1..T (15)

The volume, V̂ , of processing unit J has to be large enough to satisfy the volume

requirements, V[of the tasks assigned to them :

VJ Z Vt - Vj ( 1 - Ytj ) t € 7), /=l.Jtf (16)

where V îs the largest size available for the processing unit J and Tj is the set of tasks

that can be performed in processing unit J.

The processing time requirement, fy, of each product i in each unit J is given by

the sum of the processing times, t£, of individual tasks assigned to that unit,

X
teT.

Ytj | s = 1 ••
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The selected batch size, B(, for each product i determines the total number of

batches, n^ to be produced over the given time horizon. The number of batches times

the batch size must be greater or equal than the production requirement, Qi% for each

product i:

nt Bi Z Qt i=l.JV, (18)

Also, additional constraints have to be satisfied by the binary variables in order

to maintain logical consistency In the MINLP model and to ensure that the plant to be

synthesized corresponds to a flowshop network.

The first of such constraints dictates that if a processing unit exists, then at

least one task should be assigned to it:

y. ;> YEXj J=I..M (19)
/€ Tj

A task can be assigned to a processing unit if that unit exists :

Ytj £ YEXj teTj, jbl.Jlf (20)

If a unit exists, then exactly one of the tasks will be the first task to be processed

in that unit:

£ YFtj = YEXj /=l.JVf (21)
$*Tj

Any given task can be the first task to be processed in a unit in at most one of the

units:

1 r=l..T (22)

A task t can be the first task to be processed In a unit if that task is assigned to

that unit:

YFtj Z Ytj teTj, j=l..M (23)

If task t is the first task to be processed in unitj then all the tasks f that are to
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be performed before t cannot be assigned to that unit:

Yfj £ 1 - YFtj t/eTj and f < U j=\.M (24)

In order to maintain the network flowshop structure of the resultant

multiproduct batch plant, it is essential that only consecutive tasks be assigned to

every unit. In other words, if any given task t is assigned to a processing unit J then

either that task is the first task to be processed in that unit or the previous task t-1

is assigned to that unit:

Ytj £ YFtj + r M ; for teTj and t-\eTjf j=l..M (25)

Furthermore if the task t - J cannot be assigned to unit j, then the task t will

have to be the first task to be performed in unit (j) if it is assigned to unit j:

Ytj < YFtj for teTj and t-l£Tjt j=\..M (26)

The capital cost of the plant where parallel equipment is not allowed, is given by

the following equation where for each unit j with volume, Vj, jj is the fixed charge cost

and OLJ and pj are the cost coefficients :

M

COST = £ YEXj Y; + a, v/y (27)

The capital cost of the plant where parallel equipment is allowed for each unit j

is given by:

M

COST = £ Nf<> [ Y;- + CLj VyP> ] (28)

Finally there are the horizon constraints ( (1) - (10) ) that define the time

requirement of the projected production depending on the scheduling policy to be

followed. The constraints described above and in previous section are summarized

below:
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Design constraints

I, Y» • '
V{ * Bt Su M.JV,, t=\...T

Vj Z Vf - V? ( 1 - Yt1 ) t € 7> y=l..Jlf (A)

Logical constraints

^r

Y<; *

£ YEXj

YF<J -

YFtj <L

* Y<J

< 1 -

YEXj

YEXj

1

+ y -V

Objective Functions

For Single Equipment per Stage :

j=\..M

te Tj, j=\..M

j=\..M

te Tj, j=\..M

t/e Tj and f < t, j=l..M

for teTj and M e 7 ; , j=\..M

for teTj and t-l^Tj, j=\..M

t=\...T

(B)

w

/=
COST = £ YEXj yj + a.; Vfj (C)

1

For Parallel Equipment:
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COST = Y NfQ[yj + a, vfj ) (D)

Horizon Constraints

For Single Equipment per Stage :

NPRS^SL:,; £ / /X r t ^ v + S S NPRS*SLikj
1=1 1=1 *=1

For Parallel Equipment

n

NPRSik = «, i=l...N,

(E)

(G)

W (H)
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Non-negativity and 0 * 1 constraints

y/; . YCcj = 0, 1 (I)

0 £ y£X,; , YFtj £ 1

Note that the binary variables YEXj and YF̂  can be treated as continuous variables

that lie between 0 and 1.

The above equations can now be pieced together to form three different MINLPs

for simultaneous synthesis, sizing and scheduling of multiproduct batch plants with

various scheduling policies :

• Model MINLP1 consisting of equation groups A, B, D, Ff G and I for design

of batch plant with multiple parallel units per stage with ZW policy

scheduling using SPCs.

• Model MINLP2 consisting of equation groups A, B, C, E and I for batch

plant with single unit per stage following ZW scheduling with MPCs.

• Model MINLP3 consisting of equation groups A, B, D, F, H and I for batch

plant with parallel units following UIS scheduling with SPCs or MPCs.

It should be noted that the horizon constraints in MINLP1, MINLP2 and MINLP3

ensure that the "total cycle time" and not the "makespanM of the given production

requirement is contained within the available horizon time. This however, should not

pose difficulties since the makespan is underestimated by the total cycle time by a

very small margin for relatively large number of batches (see Birewar and Grossmann,

1989ab).

Also, the number of predicted batches r̂ , will in general not take integer values.

Since their magnitude will be large the number of batches can simply be rounded

down to the nearest integer. This serves another purpose, too. By rounding down the

number of batches, the time requirement is reduced which counter-balances the error
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stemming from using cycle time as an approximation to the makespan. Since the

number of batches Involved will often be relatively large, the above rounding scheme

should produce solutions that are very near to the global optimum. Note that since the

non-integer solution yields a lower bound to the capital cost, one can easily compute

the ma^ranm deviation of the rounded solution with respect to the lower bound of the

global optimum.

It should be noted that the three MINLP models involve 0 - 1 variables that

appear linearly while nonlinearitles are involved in continuous variables. Also,

equations (4), (8), (9), (10), (27) and (28) ar~ nonconvex. To solve the MINLP problem

the AP/OA/ER algorithm implemented in ::? "OPT++ (Viswanathan and Grossmann,

1989) through the modelling system GAMS leeraus, 1987) has been used to solve

these problems. MINOS 5.2 (Murtagh and SL ~nders, 1985) was used to solve the NLP

subproblem while SCICONIC was used to s ̂  ve the MILP master problems. Although

there is no guarantee of global optimality c to the nonconvexities, this method has

performed well on the example problems thai have been considered in this paper.

Summary of Design Procedure

The procedure for synthesis, sizing and scheduling of multiproduct batch plants

can be summarized as follows :

• Step 1 : Based on the given problem data, add to the initial unit list

superunits that account for all possible mergings of tasks as described in

the section on representation of alternatives.

• Step 2 : Formulate the MINLP corresponding to the selected scheduling

policy and to the option for parallel equipment (MINLP 1, MINLP2 or

MINLP3):
1. Solve the MINLP.

2. Round off the number of batches obtained in the solution to
lower the integer value and resolve the MINLP.

• Step 3 : Using the values obtained for the variables NPRS^ in the MINLP
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solution, derive the schedule that enables the required amount of

products to be manufactured in the new plant in the given horizon time.

The schedule is derived using the graph representation and algorithm

developed by Birewar and Grossmann (1989b).

Examples

Example 1

This corresponds to the motivating example presented previously in the paper.

Four initial units are given for each of the four tasks of mixing, reaction,

crystallization and drying (see Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b)). These four units were 1.

Cast iron non-jacketed vessel with an agitator; 2. Stainless steel nonjacketed vessel

with an agitator; 3. Cast iron jacketed vessel and 5. Tray dryer. Using the procedure to

create superunits, the following units were added to the list of available equipment.

The set S|P consisted of merging of tasks 1 and 2. As unit 2 is a superset of unit 1

(stainless steel non-Jacketed vessel with an agitator is capable of doing what a cast

iron non-jacketed vessel with an agitator can do), no superunit is added at this step.

By setting f = 3, the set S|u consists of the mergings 1-2-3 and 2-3. Again, as the unit

corresponding to task 2 is a superset of the unit corresponding to task 1 , only the

combination of functions for units 2 and 3 need to be considered. This yields a

Stainless steel jacketed vessel with an agitator (see unit 4 in Figure 2(b)). For t' = 4. no

unit was added as the task of drying cannot be combined with any of the previous

tasks. Thus, finally there are five different units available for batch plant synthesis

(Figure 2(c)). The cost coefficients and other related data is listed in Table 1. Using

this data the problem was solved with MINLP1 (Single Product Campaigns and parallel

equipment), MINLP2 (ZW policy and single equipment per unit) and MINLP3 (UIS

policy and parallel equipment) with DICOPT++ (Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1989)

through the modelling system GAMS (Meeraus and Brooke). As shown in Table 2

MINLP1 involved 87 variables (33 binary) and 149 constraints, MINLP2, 106(8) and

159, MINLP3, 84(33) and 138. The CPU times (and major iterations required) were

5.37 (3), 2.8 (3) and 2.32(3) min respectively on a Microvax n for the solution of the

MINLPs and then resolving them with rounded down integer number of batches. The
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error arising from the rounding procedure in these .cases was less that 0.1 %. The

design for the three cases is shown in Figure 3(b). 3(c) and 3(d).

It should be noted that the two groups of binary variables YEXj and YFg need not

be actually declared as binaries while solving the above three MINLPs. This greatly

reduces the MINLP solution effort Also note that all the three MINLPs require only

three major iterations despite the presence of as many as 33 binary variables (in

MINLP 1 and MINLP3).

The actual schedules were derived using the graph representation and algorithm

developed by Birewar and Grossmann (1989b). For Single Product Campaigns the

schedule that fits the given time horizon while satisfying the required production

demand is shown in Figure 6(a). Birewar and Grossmann (1989a) have shown that for

the UIS policy all schedules exhibit same cycle time. Thus any schedule will suffice.

The schedule for ZW policy with MPCs can be derived from the values of the variables

NPRSfc obtained from MINLP2 solution using the graph representation method. The

actual schedule is shown in Figure 6(b).

Example 2

The batch plant to be designed here is to be used to produce six different

products ( A to F ) for the demands shown in Table 3. A total of 6000 hrs is the

horizon time. Each of these products need to go through six steps of processing :

mixing, reaction and distillation followed by mixing, reaction and crystallization

(Figure 7(a)). For these six tasks the six units that are available are shown in Figure

7(b). After the step of adding superunits only one is added to the list of available units

(Figure 7(c)). Again we will assume that a maximum of four parallel equipment can be

used in any of the processing unit. Figure 7(d) shows the tasks that can be performed

by each of the processing units. The cleanup times are assumed to be zero in this

case. Data on size factors, processing times for various tasks, upper limits on the sizes

of units as well as lower limits, data on cost of these unit are given in Table 3(a) and

Table 3(b).

Using this data the problem was solved with MINLP1 (Single Product Campaigns
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and parallel equipment), MINLP2 (ZW policy and single equipment per unit) and

MINLP3 (UIS policy and parallel equipment) with DICOPT++ (Viswanathan and

Grossmann, 1989) through the modelling system GAMS (Meeraus and Brooke, 1987).

MINLP1 required 147 variables (46 binary) and 314 constraints, MINLP2, 385(11) and

477, MINLP3, 141(46) and 278. The CPU times (and major iterations required) were

48.3 (4), 18.2 (3) and 9.62 (3) mln respectively on a Microvax II for solution of the

MINLPs. The error arising from the rounding procedure in these cases was less that

0.5 %.

As seen from the results in Table 4, if the scheduling is not accounted for, the

tasks are not merged and the choice of parallel equipment is disallowed (Figure 8(a)),

the total capital cost requirement turns out to be as high as $ 775,840. The plant

involves six different processing units each assigned to one of the tasks. The superunit

is not used. If parallel units and merging of tasks are allowed, still without accounting

for scheduling with mixed product campaigns the capital cost reduces to $ 713,276,

yielding savings of 8.1 % (Figure 8(b)). The savings are achieved by eliminating the

cast iron vessel with an agitator and by merging the mixing and reaction tasks (to be

performed before distillation) in one single unit (a jacketed cast iron vessel with an

agitator). If scheduling is accounted for, the plant with ZW scheduling (Figure 8(c))

involves an Investment cost of only $ 649,146 (savings of 16.3 %) while the plant with

UIS policy (Figure 8(d)) costs still less at $ 640,201 (savings of 17.5 %). These savings

are possible because the better scheduling, when anticipated at the design stage,

allowed larger time requirements of the merged mixing and reaction tasks (performed

after distillation) to be fitted in the horizon of one single unit, i. e. stainless steel vessel

with an agitator. Thus now the batch plant consists of only four processing units for

the total of six tasks.
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Conclusion

This paper has presented a methodology for the simultaneous synthesis, sizing

and scheduling of flowshop networks for multiproduct batch plants. The first step

consists of a systematic procedure to generate additional candidate units for merging

processing tasks. By considering the potential assignment of units to tasks, the

problem is then formulated as an MINLP In which the three following major options

were considered : scheduling with single product campaigns (ZW policy) and

possibility of parallel equipment; scheduling with mixed product campaigns (ZW

policy) and one equipment per unit; scheduling with mixed product campaigns (UIS

policy) and possibility of parallel equipment.

As has been shown with the example problems significant economic savings can

be achieved with the proposed models in the design of multiproduct batch plants.
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Table 4: Results for Example 2
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ASSUMPTION
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MODEI

Number of
Variables
[ Binary ]

—
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. SIZE
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Iterations

4

3

3

CPU TIME*
(min)

—

48.3

18.2

9.62
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COST [ $ ]

775,840

711,205
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640,201

* For solving the MINLPs using DICOPT++ through GAMS on Microvax II.
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